The signal from a spirometer is directly correlated with respiratory motion and is ideal for target respiratory motion tracking. However, its susceptibility to signal drift deters its application in radiotherapy. In this work, a few approaches are investigated to control spirometer signal drift for a Bernoulli-type spirometer. A method is presented for rapid daily calibration of the spirometer to obtain a flow sensitivity function. Daily calibration assures accurate airflow measurement and also reduces signal drift. Dynamic baseline adjustment further controls the signal drift. The accuracy of these techniques was studied and it was found that the spirometer is able to provide a long-term drift-free breathing signal. The tracking error is comprised of two components: calibration error and stochastic signal baseline variation error. The calibration error is very small ͑1% of 3 l͒ and therefore negligible. The stochastic baseline variation error can be as large as 20% of the normal breathing amplitude. In view of these uncertainties, the applications of spirometers in treatment techniques that rely on breathing monitoring are discussed. Spirometer-based monitoring is noted most suitable for deep inspiration breath-hold but less important for free breathing gating techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
Various respiratory motion control treatment techniques including gating, [1] [2] [3] breath holding 4 or active breathing control ͑ABC͒ 5, 6 are used in radiotherapy to reduce the target margin due to respiratory motion. A reliable breathing monitoring system is needed for such techniques. The most commonly used systems can be classified into three categories:
͑1͒ Measurement of the surface of the abdomen by tracking a reflective marker on the chest with a fixed camera 2, [7] [8] [9] [10] or by measuring the distance from a fixed point to the surface of the abdomen using a laser-based distance sensor.
1 ͑2͒ Tracking internal markers using x-ray [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] or internal sensors using magnetic fields. 16 ͑3͒ Measurement of the change in lung volume using a spirometer. 5, 6 In this work, we will focus on the last category. A spirometer measures airflow. The change in air volume is then inferred from the integrated airflow signal over time. Compared with displacement measurement-based systems, a spirometer has many advantages, including the following.
Better signal/target position correlation: The spirometer signal reflects lung volume changes, which is directly correlated with tumor position. Abdomen surface displacements do not always correlate with tumor position. Phase shift or delay 7, 17 and pseudomotion ͑Fig. 1͒ have been observed. Less setup variation: Displacement measurements based on the first category depend on the viewing angle of the camera/laser as well as the marker position. It is not easy to reproduce the same setup from day to day. Daily setup variations may result in errors in the prediction of target position. Spirometers do not suffer from these setup problems.
A spirometer was originally designed for measuring a patient's pulmonary function. This measurement extends usually over a relatively short period of time sufficient to cover a few breathing cycles. However, for breathing monitoring, stable operation of the spirometer over an extended time period is required. Due to several reasons, described in the following, the spirometer signal usually drifts away from its original baseline significantly. This impairs the ability to use a spirometer for breathing monitoring. In this study, techniques have been developed to reduce signal drift.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Spirometer
In this study, a CPX Spirometer ͑Medgraphics, St. Paul, MN͒ system is used. A preVent™ Pneumotach was attached to a mouthpiece ͑Fig. 2͒. The pneumotach is a bi-directional differential pressure sensor that converts the flow into a pressure signal. This signal is then converted to a voltage, digitized to a reading value R, and transferred to a control computer. For laminar flow, Bernoulli's law holds:
where f is the flow, the air density, and ⌬ P the induced differential pressure.
Under the assumption of the validity of Bernoulli's law the spirometer reading R, which is proportional to ⌬ P, is proportional to the square of the flow, such that it can be written as
where k is a constant. For an ideal laminar flow situation and linear pressure response sensor, spirometers based on Bernoulli's principle, flow is expected to be proportional to R 1/2 . In other words, such spirometers are much less sensitive to low flows than to high flows.
B. Sources of air signal drift
Drifts in the measured air volume originate from flow measurement errors. An uncertainty ⌬ f caused by an uncertainty ⌬R in the reading leads to an uncertainty in the measured volume ⌬V,
͑3͒
where V and f are the actual air volume and flow, respectively, ⌬V and ⌬ f are the uncertainties, and dt is the time interval between two measurements or the sampling interval. In general, ⌬ f can be written as the sum of a systematic and a zero-mean random component. Any systematic component of ⌬ f causes an increase or decrease of the volume signal. For a periodic breathing pattern, ⌬Vϭ͐⌬ f ϫdt is approximately constant for every cycle, thereby increasing the drift linearly with time.
The main components of the signal drift are flow sensitivity calibration error and an imperfect manual zero-flow adjustment. The first component is due to a nonlinear pressure sensor response and nonideal laminar flow, such that the spirometer response does not satisfy Eq. ͑2͒ exactly ͑see Sec. II C͒. The second component causes a signal drift during long term operation that can be accounted for with appropriate flow baseline adjustments ͑see Secs. II D-II F͒.
Other components of signal drift are due to air turbulence, air leakage, internal pressure sensor variations, etc. Air turbulence is strongly dependent on how the airflow is channeled between mouth and spirometer. It was noted that a mouthpiece such as the one shown in Fig. 2 caused much less drift than a face mask. To further reduce air turbulence, additional filters may be added to both ends of the pneumotach. Air leakage can be prevented by carefully examining the patient connection. In a controlled environment ͑constant temperature, etc.͒ it can be assumed that the pressure sensor variations are random in nature and are therefore canceled out in the integral.
C. Flow sensitivity calibration
To calibrate the spirometer a 3 l calibration syringe ͑Medgraphics Corp, St. Paul, MN͒ was used. The mouthpiece with pneumotach was attached to the syringe. To take account of nonideal situations and also make this method valid for other types of spirometer, we assume Eq. ͑2͒ is not operative. Flow sensitivity calibration includes two steps: flow sensitivity function estimation and daily parameters update. Flow sensitivity function estimation finds the form of the flow sensitivity function and only needs to be done once, while daily parameters update is to obtain accurate parameters in flow sensitivity empirical function and in principle needs to be done before every operation.
Flow sensitivity function estimation: Airflow can be written as a function of the measurement reading as f ϭC͑R ͒ϫR.
͑4͒
The air volume pressed out or taken in for each push or pull of the piston, respectively, was 3 l. For each piston operation, we obtained
where the proportional constant C(R i ) are the unknowns and are a function of flow. Each piston operation gives one equation. Theoretically, as many equations as the number of reading samples are needed to solve for C(R i ). To reduce the number of equations needed, the flow sensitivity function is split into n different domains with C(R)ϭC m for R m рR рR mϩ1 (mϭ1, . . . ,n). Operating the piston ͑either push or pull͒ then results in an equation for the unknown levels C m :
where N is the number of reading samples during one syringe operation, and k m is the number of readings in the mth domain. As the number of levels n is usually much smaller than the number of readings N, the number of instances k m of C m is much larger than 1. This justifies the use of the mean reading R m in Eq. ͑6͒. If at least n syringe operations are performed the linear system of equations can be solved for the unknown C m . The resulting set of values C m provides an approximate solution only and is not good enough to be used directly. Nevertheless, this approach is useful in finding an empirical closed-form expression for C(R) using the values C m as approximate initial values.
We found a simple empirical function of the form
implemented for this ''Bernoulli-type'' spirometer. The two unknowns a and b now replace the n unknowns C m in Eq. ͑6͒. A daily calibration procedure is able to determine the parameters a and b with only a few syringe operations.
Daily update of the parameters:
The a and b obtained from flow sensitivity function estimation are not accurate enough. Also because of measurement condition changes, a and b need to be updated frequently. After s syringe operations the unknowns a and b for positive and negative flow can be solved by minimizing the residue r defined by
͑8͒
The variables N j are the number of readings during a single syringe operation. A Nelder-Mead unconstrained optimization method, implemented in MATLAB, was used. Minimizing the absolute difference to the total syringe volume guarantees the minimization of random fluctuations during calibration. Separate optimizations have to be performed for positive and negative flow readings. The quality of the calibration procedure was tested for several simulated breathing patterns with the syringe.
D. Dynamic volume baseline adjustment
Many studies show that the exhale phase of normal breathing is the most reproducible phase. 14, 18 It is rational to choose this phase as the signal baseline. When a patient performs normal breathing, the minima of the breathing curve are recorded. However, due to irregular breathing, the minima of the breathing curve may not always be in a fully relaxed expiration. These irregular minima disturb the estimation of the baseline. Using the RANSAC ͑Random Sample Consensus͒ algorithm, 19 the irregular minimum points of the volume curve are screened out. Assuming that among n minimum points, there are at least m (mϽn) ''good'' points ͑fully relaxed expiration͒, the RANSAC algorithm selects randomly m out of n samples, calculates the standard deviation of the m samples, and only accepts these if the standard deviation is smaller than a given threshold. ⌬B is then the mean of these m samples. In our software, nϭ5 and mϭ3 were used. Dynamic volume baseline adjustment corrects the volume signal by the magnitude of ⌬B after every n breathing cycles.
E. Dynamic flow baseline adjustment
Even with careful manual adjustment, there is still a residual reading left in the case of zero flow. This residual reading also tends to change during the operation period. We noticed that this can be improved by subtracting a flow correction ⌬R res directly from the reading. The dynamic flow baseline adjustment is performed after every dynamic volume baseline adjustment,
where ⌬R res is the residual needed to be subtracted from the reading R, c is a constant that incorporates the change in units from volume to flow, and ⌬B is the baseline adjustment returned by the RANSAC algorithm. ⌬R res is updated after every volume baseline adjustment and k is the update index number. Residual ⌬R res converges to a fixed value after a few iterations. The convergence rate is controlled by the value of c.
F. Zero-flow noise suppression
For this specific spirometer, a manual flow baseline adjustment at the beginning of the operation based on a potentiometer is intended to set the reading to zero when there is no flow. However, due to electronic noise, the signal fluctuates around zero. From the empirical equation ͑7͒ it is clear that low flow signals require a large multiplicative gain, therefore the electronic noise will be amplified after correction with the flow sensitivity function. We solved this problem by forcing the readings R i equal to zero when they are smaller than a specified threshold, usually 2 to 5 digital units. In practice, this correction is only important during breath hold.
III. RESULTS
To establish the form of the empirical closed-form equation, a sufficient number of initial values C m of the function C(R) were generated. Ten syringe operations were performed. Consequently, the range of readings R was binned into ten domains, five for positive flow and five for negative flow. C m was obtained by solving the linear equations ͑6͒.
The parameters a and b were then determined by least square fitting of the C m ͑Fig. 3͒. From the figure, it can be seen that the C m can be fitted well by Eq. ͑7͒. Using sϭ4 syringe operations for both negative and positive flow, Fig. 4 shows the volume readings for the syringe operations before and after the calibration procedure. Before calibration, the reading is converted to a volume signal using the last stored values of a and b from a previous calibration. It is clearly seen that this old parameter set is not valid anymore for the current calibration. After optimization, a new set of a and b parameters are obtained. Figure 4 also shows the measured volume for eight test operations with the syringe using the new parameters a and b from the calibration. For all chosen flow rates, the final volumes were all close to 3 l with a variation within 1%. The mean values of a and b for repeated calibration procedures were 0.084 and Ϫ0.493, respectively.
The fact that b is very close to Ϫ0.5 indicates that the spirometer behaves almost ideally according to Bernoulli's law. This means that the air turbulence caused by the syringe and the attached mouthpiece is small. Daily calibration can be done in under 1 min.
The quality of the calibrated parameter set was again tested by simulating free breathing patterns with the pneumotach attached to the syringe. This way, the volume signal can be forced through well-defined control points like V ϭ0 for a fully pushed in piston or Vϭ3 l for fully retracted piston. Figure 5 shows such a simulated free breathing curve. Dynamic volume baseline and flow baseline adjustments were disabled in this test. After 1 min, a control point of V ϭ0 was chosen for which the signal reading was Ϫ0.01 l. Consequently, flow sensitivity calibration alone is able to effectively reduce the signal drift. Figure 6 shows the performance of the dynamic baseline adjustment for a spirometer measurement of a free-breathing pattern of a patient. With cϭ5 in Eq. ͑9͒ and mϭ3, and n ϭ5 in the RANSAC algorithm the dynamic flow baseline and volume baseline adjustments became stable after about 50 s. Mostly due to the patient's random breathing variation, the air volume baseline fluctuated within a range of about 0.1 l.
In our institution, the spirometer is used for deep inspiration breath-hold lung cancer treatments. So far, all patients were able to tolerate the mouth piece. To guide the patient to hold breath at the same level, video glasses ͑Olympus FMD-250W͒ were used to display the breathing curve and the target level to the patient. As an example, Fig. 7 shows a patient's breathing curve before, during, and after a breath hold. Figure 7 shows that the baseline adjustments work well during the free-breathing period. The patient is usually asked to breath out forcefully before the breath hold. RANSAC is immune against the one dip before breath-hold.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this work, several approaches were investigated to reduce the drift inherent in commercial spirometers. It was found that flow sensitivity calibration plays the most important role. It assures that the spirometer produces accurate air volume measurements and that it also reduces signal drift. Dynamic volume and flow baseline adjustments further control the drift. This study was performed on a Bernoulli-type spirometer. Other spirometer types may use different types of sensors to measure airflow, and therefore require a different empirical function C(R). Hence, Eq. ͑7͒ may not hold for spirometers which measure airflow not based on Bernoulli's principle. However, a very general method to calibrate flow sensitivity has been described in this work. The steps described in Sec. II C do not depend on the particular form of the fitting function for which Eq. ͑7͒ is just an example for a Bernoulli-type spirometer.
Reverting to the Bernoulli-type spirometer described in this study and its fitting function ͑7͒ it is clear that at least two piston operations are needed to determine the two unknown parameters. Theoretically, a larger number of piston operations reduce the calibration error. However, Eq. ͑7͒ may not be adequate to cover the entire range of flow readings. If this is the case, then, during calibration, it must be assured that the flow values cover the entire range evenly. For this particular spirometer, the readings R i are in the range of Ϫ60 to ϩ60 digital units during free breathing of a normal healthy person. By our experience, operating the pneumotach with the syringe tends to yield higher signal values ͑larger than 100 digital units͒ because it is not easy to pull or push the syringe slowly. However, because we found that this particular spirometer can be well characterized by Eq. ͑7͒, this is not a serious drawback.
Spirometer signal drift is well controlled with our calibration and stabilization techniques. A stable signal can be used for gating during free breathing or breath-hold treatment. There are two major components of errors using a spirometer as a target motion tracking system-calibration error and stochastic baseline variation error. The first is due to inaccuracies of the fit of the flow sensitivity function whereas the second is due to the imperfect estimation of the true baseline. After baseline adjustment the calibration error increases with signal amplitude but is generally very small ͑less than 1%͒. The stochastic baseline variation error is mostly due to patient's breathing variation. This error can be quite large ͑0.1 l corresponds to about 20% of the normal breathing amplitude for an average patient͒. Averaging over more breathing cycles may reduce this error. However, the baseline adjustments must be done in a short period of time to control the drift. In our case, baseline adjustments were performed every five breathing cycles, corresponding to a time of about 15-20s.
The minima in patient's irregular breathing may not always represent fully relaxed expiration ͑e.g., the one breathing phase just before the breath-hold in Fig. 7͒ . To exclude the abnormal minima from baseline determination, a RANSAC algorithm is used since it is more efficient in selecting good samples than an exhaustive computation of all the possible combinations.
In order to discuss the applicability of a spirometer to the different gating techniques and its comparison to surface displacement measurement methods we should differentiate between free-breathing gating techniques and breath-hold gating techniques. The former should also be divided into amplitude-gated and phase-gated free-breathing techniques.
Amplitude-gated free breathing: The results of this work show that the stochastic baseline variation can be significant compared to the amplitude of the free-breathing signal. This variation is essentially determined by the number m of sample points. This number can be made much larger for surface displacement measurements as they do not suffer from drift issues. Although setup variation causes scaling error in displacement measurement, this error is small if beam-on window is set on the exhale of normal breathing cycles. Therefore, it is expected that in this case a spirometer is disadvantageous. Phase-gated free breathing: This kind of gating is essential for displacement measurement based system due to the phase shift between abdomen surface displacement and target position. Spirometer signal has better correlation with target position thereby phase gating is not necessary. However, a spirometer should exhibit an equally well performance as a displacement measurement system for phase gating. For example breathing phases can be determined from flow versus time breathing curve which is stable for spirometer.
Gating during deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH):
In gating during DIBH, the beam-on window is far from the baseline. For displacement measurements the scaling error is significant due to daily setup variation. We have shown that a spirometer can be calibrated to a high degree accuracy which enables accurate volume measurements and is not susceptible to the variation in patient setup. The stochastic baseline variation error is small compared to the signal amplitude during DIBH, therefore this error is not of importance for this application. Hence, the spirometer-based system is expected to be superior over displacement measurement-based systems for gating during DIBH.
However, the spirometer may not be suitable for some treatment techniques that require patients to breathe following a visually displayed breathing pattern. 20, 21 The dynamic baseline adjustment algorithm is not applicable in this situation as the minimum points of the breathing curve may not be real relaxed expiration phases. Therefore the drift cannot be accounted for in a proper way. For such cases, we developed a special combined laser/spirometer respiratory motion tracking system 22 in which a spirometer is used to calibrate the displacement signal into the air volume signal, thereby eliminating the setup variations.
One fundamental problem still remains for the spirometer system as well as the displacement measurement based system. Setting the baseline to the fully relaxed exhale phase of normal breathing cycles does not guarantee stability of the target position. Lung residual volume is likely to change during the course of radiotherapy treatment. The long term correlation between anatomical structure position and external breathing signal ͑including spirometer and displacement measurement͒ is still needed to be studied in clinical trials.
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